Directions to the Clinical Research Centre:

How to get to our offices on L51

1. Enter the Old Main Building at Entrance 2 (staff entrance)
2. Pass through the turnstiles by swiping your staff card at the UCT card reader
3. Turn and turn left into the first doorway, above which this sign is displayed:
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4. Enter into a room with wooden “GSH Donation” boards displayed on the walls
5. Up ahead you will see the GSH curio shop. (If closed, cover by white roll-a-door)
6. Continue down the passage, following this sign:
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7. Continue past the past the UCT Skills Lab
8. Turn left after the first set of double doors towards the bank of elevators.
9. Do not proceed further down the passage.
10. Take the elevator up to L-Floor. (Press L on the elevator panel)
11. Once you alight on L floor, please turn left for CRC and ring the bell for assistance!